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1 of 1 review helpful Not terrible but not great either A completely middle of the road science fiction story By Donald 
T Before picking this book up I had read Lawhead once before He seemed a capable author This book showed up on 
my ldquo recommended rdquo list from so I decided to give it a try The Dream Thief is a science fiction story about a 
man named Spence Reston who studies the effects that space trav Sleep scientist Dr Spence Reston is having trouble 
sleeping His experiments are giving him dreams that haunt his waking hours and he has long periods for which he has 
no memory Is he losing his mind Or is there another altogether more frightening explanation Thus begins a battle for 
the future of the universe in which the fate of humankind hangs on the fragile sanity of one man Original and 
accomplished bursting with suspense and intrigue Dream Thief From the Publisher Sleep scientist Dr Spence Reston is 
having trouble sleeping His experiments are giving him dreams that haunt his waking hours He has long periods for 
which he has no memory Suicide is beginning to seem like a good idea Is he losing his mi 
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